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I.

Executive Summary
Underwriting development risk is a challenge. How can you quantify
environmental, entitlement, construction, and market risk with accuracy
when each can pose a significant threat to investment?
In short, the practical approach to real estate development risk is an
assessment of multiple outcomes. By looking at potential outcomes that alter
timing, cost, and revenue, development risk can be broken down into parts
before it is evaluated in the aggregate.
511 S Central Ave, a property within the Harbor East Neighborhood of
Baltimore City Maryland, will be used as case study. The property will be
evaluated from an investment perspective for its ability to yield a return.
Through the project underwriting, assumptions will be tested and risks
highlighted. Ultimately, the estimated project returns will be evaluated given
the known and unknown risks associated with the investment to reach a
decision point.
This process of evaluation provides incremental assessment of risks
associated with the development process, specific to 511 S Central. Through
this exploration returns are correlated to risk and vice versa to produce an
investment recommendation.
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II.

Site Location and Current Use
The subject property is located at 511 South Central Ave on the fringe of the
Harbor East neighborhood within Baltimore City.
The Harbor East neighborhood maintains the majority of Baltimore City’s
newest construction with recent delivery of hotel’s, residential
condominiums, apartments, and office buildings within the past 5-years. The
Harbor East neighborhood enjoys close proximity to Baltimore’s Central
Business District to the Northwest, adjacent to Baltimore’s Little Italy to the
North and the Fells Point neighborhood to the East.
The Harbor East neighborhood is also convenient to major thruways
including I-83 and I-95, both accessed via major arterial roads. Regarding
public transportation, public bus service, the Baltimore City Circulator and
the John’s Hopkins shuttle bus serve the Community. The Baltimore City Red
Line is also planned to connect through Harbor East, ideally making for more
convenient East-West public transit by rail.
Area Map
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The physical characteristics of the Harbor East area are urban in form and
scale. New construction ranges from mid-rise to high-rise construction types
with most parking contained in either below or above grade-structured
garages. The building massing is varied but dense for Baltimore City
standards, without particular order. Construction materials range from
masonry, to masonry and glass, to all glass structures.
The majority of the structures in the neighborhood are either new ground-up
construction or have experienced some level of redevelopment within the
last 20 years. A range of architectural styles and site geometry can be found.
The delivery of ground floor retail is one commonality amongst most Harbor
East buildings, planned to draw pedestrian attention at street-level.
Harbor East Scale
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Area Aerial 1

Area Aerial 2
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The subject property, 511 South Central, maintains “L” shape geometry, with
street frontage on South Central Ave to the West, Fleet Street to the South
and Eden Street to the East. The property abuts two different adjoining
parcels to the North.
Tight Aerial

It is currently improved with an existing warehouse building. The footprint
nearly encompasses the entire 25,923 square feet of property area. Current
improvements include the existing warehouse building. It is constructed
from block Concrete Masonry Unit (CMU) perimeter walls with interior steel
columns and steel joists under a built-up roof supporting the facility. The
warehouse structure maintains approximately 28’ clear height from the
concrete slab to the underside of the steel joists.
The building’s vehicle access is double loaded with 4 loading dock doors
along South Central Ave and 1 loading dock door along Eden Street. There
are no loading doors along Fleet Street although lintels exist for “punch
openings”. Pedestrian access is funneled along South Central Ave and Eden
Street as well.
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The property is visually industrial, which fits with its previous warehouse
function. From street level, the building is neither imposing nor eye-catching.
The cement block walls have been painted a muted brown. Visually the
elevation is broken-up only by the buildings failing downspouts, which have
deposited water residue on the buildings face.
Aerial Building Views

Birds Eye looking North

Birds Eye Looking West

Birds Eye Looking South

Birds Eye Looking East

The property maintains 203’ of street frontage along South Central Ave, 166’
of street frontage along Fleet Street, and 100’ of frontage along Eden Street.
Baltimore Gas and Electric (BGE) control’s an easement encumbering the
property at the corner of Fleet and Eden Streets. A transformer and
switchgear are housed within the easement area providing 3-phase electric
to the building.
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The remaining building infrastructure includes an existing sewer line, an
existing one-inch domestic water supply, a sprinkler water line and dry
sprinkler system, and a dormant gas stub.
Property Boundary & Existing Utility Conditions

Existing water, sewer, gas, electric and cable infrastructure adequately serve
the building; each utility is either already stubbed into the building or can be
found adjacent to the property in a utility easement. Major Baltimore City
municipal water and sewer lines can be found along both South Central
Avenue and Eden Street. BGE gas service can be found along South Central
and electric along Fleet and Eden Streets. Verizon cables can be found along
Fleet Street.
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III.

Development Risk
Development risk can be categorized into a multitude of “buckets” depending
on the characteristics of the project and property under study. Generally
speaking, development risk is broken down into environmental, entitlement,
construction and market risks. These are the categories of focus for the
subject site and emphasis of study when evaluating the investment potential.
The level of risk associated with development/re-development opportunities
correlates to the desired return. The most successful developer’s not only
appropriately quantify risk to return but also successfully mitigate risk
through their development / investment strategy.
Development risk specific to 511 South Central is examined throughout this
section. While some risks cause greater concern than others, they all weigh
against returns in the aggregate. Each risk will be evaluated and riskmitigating strategy discussed.

Entitlement

Construction

Environmental

Market
Development
Risk
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Environmental Risk
The property is currently vacant with title held in a family trust. The current
owners were originally using the building as warehousing for their cellulose
insulation business. During an undetermined date (estimated in the early
1990’s), the building was cleared of the cellulose insulation material and
leased as warehouse storage facility. It can be further determined that prior
to the erection of the existing structure, a barrel manufacturing operation
occupied the property.
The historical uses of the surrounding properties were also industrial /
heavy manufacturing in nature. The most environmentally sensitive
surrounding property was the Allied Signal site, situated less then .5 miles to
the South of the subject property. The Allied Signal site generated Chromium
onsite, exporting the same as fill material elsewhere throughout the adjacent
area. Chromium, hazardous to human health, must be actively remediated or
removed according to Maryland Department of the Environment, before a
site can be re-developed.
Given the historic use of the property and the environmental sensitivities of
the surrounding properties, consideration must be given to environmental
risk associated with development of 511 South Central. With the historic use
and industrial characteristics, it is reasonable to assume that some level of
subsurface contaminants may exist.
A Phase I environmental report should be generated to evaluate any and all
Recognized Environmental Conditions (REC’s). Should further investigation
be recommended, an evaluation of remediation cost, time (in the form of
environmental permitting), and potential liability are a necessity. Cost, time,
and liability can all have a substantial impact on projected returns and
project volatility.
There are various approaches to mitigating environmental risk associated
with development. The first, and likely the cleanest, approach is to pass
environmental liability back to the seller through the purchase and sale
agreement.
Environmental liability can survive closing and should
remediation be necessary the seller could credit the cost of cleanup against
the closing proceeds. Often however, a reasonably adept seller will demand
an assumption of liability by the buyer and a purchase as-is. Regardless of
contractual liability, interpretation of environmental liability can be murky
from the Maryland Department of the Environment. Therefore, whatever the
approach, care must be taken by the buyer to act “responsibly”, which could
dictate remediation.
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Should the buyer assume environmental liability they are still able to limit
their own liability through a State of Maryland program. The Maryland
Department of the Environment’s (MDE) Voluntary Cleanup Program (VCP),
allows a property owner to be held inculpable from State action if they
voluntarily study and mitigate environmental risk. Mitigation often comes in
two forms, containment and remediation. The former is usually much less
expensive and therefore more viable.
Assuming for a moment, the buyer is forced to take-on environmental
liability associated with 511 South Central Ave, they will perform a Phase 1
study providing a visual inspection of the property. Should either the history
of the property or the visual inspection warrant further evaluation, which in
this case is likely; a Phase 2 study will be undertaken. A Phase 2 study will
collect and measure air, gas, or soil, or some combination of the three to
evaluate the level of onsite health and human safety risk.
If contaminants exist beyond MDE’s acceptable levels, an action plan will be
required should the buyer voluntarily want to perform the cleanup. In the
case of 511 South Central, the existing concrete floor-slab acts as a physical
barrier between potential contaminants in the soils and human contact.
However, should the floor slab be disrupted in the development process
where the buyer wishes to maximize “by-right” density, the ability to
“protect oneself” is compromised.
In the case of 511 South Central, the more information the buyer can obtain
on the possible environmental risks, the easier it will be to quantify
environmental risk. However, if contaminants are unknown but suspected,
leaving the floor slab in-place could limit liability but comes at the expense of
lost density. With little to no information, the buyer must budget for and
implement a containment plan to limit potential exposure of contaminants.
Quantifying environmental risk with limited information from the Seller is
difficult. Entitlement review from MDE can take months and containment
and remediation costs can be exorbitant. However, assuming containment
will be required to limit liability, implementation of either a vapor barrier or
venting system will be required. This could quantify into an additional $40 $80k in project expense, according to Urban Green Environmental.
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Entitlement Risk
Despite the properties physical industrial characteristics, the current zoning
classification is B-2-3. A B-2-3 zoning classification is a favorable inclusive
designation allowing a range of property uses including: residential, hotel,
office, retail, and light industrial.
Under the B-2-3 zone,
allowable density is
25,923 sf
predominantly
current area
constrained by the
Floor Area Ratio (FAR)
as opposed to height,
and
setbacks.
Floor Area
Ratio of 5
Therefore, with a FAR
of 5, the site’s floor
area is multiplied by
129,615 sf
5.0 to generate the
allowable
allowable total density.
density
In the case of the
subject
property,
129,615 square feet is the maximum density.
Despite the “by right” allowances, entitlement risk still exists due to required
approvals from neighborhood associations, architectural review boards,
municipal planning departments and political stakeholders. However, under
a B-2-3 zoning classification, entitlement risk is mitigated to a manageable
degree.
The buyer of 511 S Central will need to review the specifics of the zoning
code for setback requirements, height limitations, use restrictions and
architectural overlay requirements. In addition to specific zoning language,
buyers must be aware of architectural overlay zones to assure conformance
between their desired development program and the municipal
requirements.
As part of Baltimore City’s streetscape planning improvements, design
criteria for Central Ave was created to establish uniformity. 511 S Central
will shoulder some burden, from a cost perspective, for adhering to these
design standards and will need to blend the designated design criteria into
the context of the overall development.
Overall, risks associated with entitlements can be navigated with careful
study. Specific to 511 S Central, if the Buyer wishes to work within the
confines of the existing allowable density and zoning requirements then risk
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is minimal. However, if the desired development program deviates from
allowable density requiring variances, risks grow commensurate with
deviation from outlined codes.
It should be noted that various risks such as environmental and entitlement
risk often merge. For instance, if major environmental concerns arise for the
subject property, an added layer of entitlements associated with
environmental remediation will be required.
For instance, the Maryland Department of the Environment’s (MDE’s) review
periods can range from 6 – 12 months according to recent experience of
Urban Green Environmental, an environmental engineering company.
Additionally, environmental review often creates delay in architectural
planning since environmental remediation and containment can facilitate
changes to the development programs. Often specific uses are prohibited
dependent on environmental findings, areas are quarantined from
residential uses and/or deed restrictions are enforced on the property owner.
In this way, risks should be evaluated in concert with one another to assure
consistent evaluation.
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Construction Risk
Construction risk is a product of site conditions and project design, so long as
the developer-contractor relationship is fair and equitable. Known site
conditions often dictate project design as they act as physical impediments or
monetary hindrances.
Unknown site conditions, such as unknown
environmental or soil conditions, pose the greatest risk and therefore
greatest project volatility.
Inflationary construction pricing should not be a risk in the current
development climate. A lack of new project starts has put severe downward
pressure on contractors to perform nearly at-cost. Therefore, construction
pricing for nearly all product types is currently favorable with some modest
inflationary pressure on petroleum based products such as asphalt.
In the case of the subject site, the unknown soil characteristics from both an
environmental and geo-technical perspective raise significant alarm. These
risks could affect the project density and overall costs putting significant
downward pressure on returns.
The highest construction risk for the subject property concerns the unknown
impacts of the environmental and geo-technical conditions. These elements
could have serious impacts on the type of footer/foundation systems used as
well as the costs associated with remediation. For instance, if soils are found
to have environmental impacts, disturbance should be minimized to the
extent possible.
Disturbance of any environmental substance typically leads to expensive
removal and documentation of the same. Structurally, pile systems cause the
least disturbance but are more expensive to construct than spread footings.
Additionally, remediation and containment of any kind is additional
construction scope and oversight that is typically not in the original budget
and therefore poses a risk of additional cost.
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The buyer of 511 S Central can manage construction risk through various
Owner-Contractor methods of agreement. These contractual arrangements
include:

Gross Maximum
Price (GMP)
• Eliminates
Owner's risk of
cost overuns
• Owner will pay
an upfront
premium to
"push" risk to
Contractor

Negotiated /
Stipulated Fee
• Owner /
Contractor work
in more of a
partnership to
cut costs during
design
• Fee is set early
and likely higher
then competitive
bid

Competitive Bid
• Competition
usually drives
best pricing on
contractors fee
and general
conditions
(overhead)
• Leaves Owner
susceptible to
change orders

There are sound arguments both in favor and against each type of OwnerContractor relationship, however the most advantageous Owner-Contractor
relationships are largely situation dependent.
If the Owner wishes to mitigate all risk of price increases during the
construction process then a Gross Maximum Price (GMP) is the best method
of arrangement. This arrangement would likely be unavailable for 511 S
Central if the buyer fails to discern the soils and environmental conditions
and provide considerable information/study to the contractor on both
aspects. Additionally, under a GMP a contractor will “hedge” their price
higher to account for taking on further risk associated with unknown
conditions that might arise throughout the building period.
Aside from a GMP, the next best arrangement for 511 South Central would
likely be a Negotiated / Stipulated Fee arrangement. This would allow the
Owner to in essence partner with the Contractor after the Contractor’s Fee
has been set. For instance, if the contractor knows they are making 7% profit
on their estimate cost and 4% on any Change Orders, they are not
incentivized to make a disproportionate amount of their money on Change
Orders over their stipulated fee.
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While it is worth noting, a Competitive Bid would not be recommended for
511 S Central. A Competitive Bid arrangement works best when the
Owner/Buyer has a comprehensive set of project plans as well as all relevant
information on the environmental and geo-technical conditions associated
with the site. In the case of 511 S Central, given the level of unknown
conditions, significant risk associated with price inflation through Change
Orders exists.
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Market Risk
From a buyer’s perspective, when evaluating property it is important to test
assumptions on absorption and market conditions during due diligence. The
longer the evaluation period (study period) the greater market risk can be
shifted away from the buyer, providing adequate time to validate
assumptions. However, the realities of the market often do not allow for
adequate time to test assumptions, shifting market risk to the buyer.
During the same period, market risk can vary for different real estate asset
classes such as retail, office, industrial and residential. In the case of 511 S
Central, we will assume that the site is best suited for redevelopment into
retail and/or residential. Therefore, market risk associated with 511 S
Central is dependent on evaluation of the current state of the retail and
residential markets in relationship to the specific site.
When evaluating market risk from a buyer’s perspective, thoughtful
consideration on leasing absorption is critical. For instance, if “lease-up” for
511 S Central is thought to take 8 – 12 months in order to secure adequate
tenants; a buyer will attempt to extend their due diligence period long
enough to find comfort in their original assumptions. If actual “lease-up”
takes 20 months, expected versus actual returns for first years cash flow will
be dramatically affected.
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Market risk associated with 511 S Central relates to both the current market
cycles and the envisioned product type. As shown in the illustration below,
the highest levels of market risk are encountered during periods of declining
market value. Lease-up during a down cycle will lead to longer absorption
and negative rent compression, both contributing to greater instability trying
to achieve projected returns. Since market cycles cannot be predicted
forward with accuracy, the psychological affect of the unknown has real
affects on tenant and landlord decision-making. The market trough is only
realized in hindsight after positive economic data is encountered; therefore
using lagging indicators leads to extended market risk. During these periods,
a buyer can mitigate risk through extending their diligence period or by
discounting the purchase price.

In the case of 511 S Central, the diligence period should run commensurate
to the amount of time it takes to validate the strength of the retail
environment in Harbor East. This could mean the buyer should take 180days to secure lead tenancy for the site. If finding lead tenancy is not possible
given time constraints, the purchase price should provide for enough
“cushion” for extended market adsorption.
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Development Risk Conclusion
In any property negotiation, objectives of the seller and buyer differ. The
buyer will want to alleviate as many of the risks mentioned above as possible
leaving reasonable assurance that the property can be developed to the
buyer’s intended program. However, imbalances are inevitable, leading to
greater risk for one party. In the case of the subject property, the buyer
seller negotiation left significant risks for the buyer, the results of an
inadequately short diligence study period and limited ability to examine the
environmental conditions of the site.
In order to overcome these contractual challenges, the buyer must believe
the purchase price counter-balances the risks associated with the site. In this
case, the purchase price left little cushion to counter-balance potential
“shocks” to the estimated project budget (environmental risk) and projected
revenue (market risk). Unless total projected returns can overcompensate
for the buyer’s risks associated with the development, there is little margin
for error associated with development of 511 S Central.

Example of “imbalance of power”
Seller-Buyer relationship

Seller
Risks

Buyer
Risks
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IV.

Market Feasibility
General
Baltimore City has suffered from a consistently declining job base decreasing
annually since 2001. As of 2010, the at-place employment base consisted of
just 325,397 jobs, down nearly 16 percent since 2000. Despite these
aggregate declines, the city’s strong education/health and public sectors,
which account for nearly 55 percent of all at-place employment, provide
stability in local employment.
The Baltimore Metropolitan Council anticipates Baltimore City’s employment
base will increase by 2.4 percent between 2010 and 2015 offering a positive
economic outlook. Additionally, national trends show positive job growth in
the education/health sector further validating this sector as Baltimore’s
primary economic driver.
The greater downtown market area boasts one of the fastest growing areas
of Baltimore City spurred by development within Harbor East and Locust
Point. This trend is expected to continue over the short-term. The Baltimore
Metropolitan Council estimates the greater downtown market area’s
household base will increase by 2.7 percent per year over the next five years.
It should be noted that young households without children dominate the
market; who are more affluent than the citywide household base. Nearly 71
percent of households in the market consist of persons residing alone or nonmarried households without children, including households with roommate
arrangements, two household types commonly associated with young adults.
The Primary Market Area surrounding 511 South Central maintains
approximately 3,000 households with an annual income of $75,000 or more.
Specific to study of 511 S Central, the primary focus of economic conditions
should focus on the greater downtown market area. This Primary Market
Area (PMA) is inclusive of Canton, Fells Point, Harbor East, Baltimore CBD,
Federal Hill, and Locust Point. This area provides the economic information
most relevant to the study of the viability of investment in 511 S Central.
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Multifamily
As of 2011 the Nielson Company established that 48.9 percent of households
living the Greater Downtown market area were renters. By comparison,
Baltimore City as a whole has a similar renter profile of 49.7 percent.
Reflecting in part the age breakdown of the population, young working age
households form the core of the PMA’s renters. Nearly one-third are
estimated to have householders age 25 – 34 with another 21 percent of
renters consisting of householders age 35 – 44.
One-person households account for more than half (54 percent) of all renter
households in the Primary Market Area, significantly higher then the
presence of similar households throughout Baltimore City. Two-person
households account for another 29 percent of the Primary Market Area.
Overall, one and two person households account for 83 percent of all rentalhousing units in the PMA.
Household income characteristics within the PMA are much stronger than
Baltimore City as a whole. Median household income in the PMA, as
estimated by the Nielson Company, was $58,875 per year for 2011 compared
to $40,038 for Baltimore City as a whole. Additionally, there is a distinct
contrast in households earning over $75,000 in the PMA versus Baltimore
City as a whole with 39.2 percent of the population within the PMA versus
22.9 percent of the population within the City.

Source: Real Property Research Group & Independent Author Research

The stabilizing characteristics within the PMA have translated into solid
recovery for multifamily real estate. Since 2006, delivery of four new
multifamily buildings totaling 848 units, have averaged absorption rates of
10.3 units leased per month. The Domain, Eden, Zenith, and Crescent are
recording current occupancy rates at 97% according to Real Property
Research Group. Additionally, overall market metrics remain strongly
positive with an average vacancy rate across upper and lower tier properties
within the PMA at 6.8% reported by Real Property Research Group.
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Retail
Regional housing and demographic income characteristics drive decision
making for retail real estate. Therefore, positive net absorption of rental
housing as well as growing and positive trending population characteristics
within the PMA are positive signs for the retail outlook.
Vacancy for Baltimore’s Central Business District extended, as reported by
CBRE, hovered at 12 percent for year-end 2011. Net absorption was positive
at 10,000 sf with an average asking rent of $24.15 psf / yr. While Baltimore
City’s vacancy rate of 12 percent is higher then the surrounding submarkets,
the Harbor East neighborhood within CBRE’s market delineation has enjoyed
more positive occupancy and more robust absorption then the market as a
whole.
Rents have ranged from $90 psf / yr on the highest end to $17 psf / yr on the
lowest end of the PMA with an estimated average in the low $30’s psf / yr.
The built environment surrounding the Harbor East neighborhood, as well as
the traffic driven from Whole Foods Supermarket within the neighborhood
has commanded rent premiums. According to independent sources, Whole
Foods is achieving annual gross revenues in excess of $24mm in their Harbor
East location. Translated to sales per square foot, an impressive $1,200.

Source: Independent Author Research
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While the Harbor East submarket has proven it can command rent premiums
over the market in general, questions remain regarding its sustainability.
The aerials below depict the retail environment surrounding 511 S Central.
Considerable retail vitality exists to the Southwest of the subject site.
However, questions remain regarding the feasibility to generate rent
premiums on the fringe of the submarket.
Baltimore Retail Submarket

Harbor East Retail Submarket
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V.

Development Program & Underwriting
When considering a development program numerous physical, economic and
entitlement considerations collide. The zoning and physical characteristics
of the site, the market conditions of the submarket, the financeability of the
development program, the surrounding community/stakeholder desires, and
constructability all play a role as contributing factors.
In the context of 511 S Central, the sites location on the periphery of Harbor
East and the sites flexible zoning are positive attributes. Naturally, the
success of Harbor East’s retail and a stable multifamily market are further
reason for exploration of a retail and multifamily development program on
the site.
However, circling back to development risk, environmental risk is a major
consideration for the subject site. In fact, the most significant impediment to
realizing the sites allowable density is unknown sub-slab environmental
conditions. Since unknown conditions can often lead to unexpected costs,
below is an evaluation of return volatility correlated to $100k changes in
development costs. As shown, a $400k swing in construction costs leads to a
56 basis point swing in the project returns.

Considering the development challenges associated with the property,
underwriting the purchase of 511 S Central demands two development
options. The first option is a limited density development scenario,
repositioning the existing industrial building footprint into a single-story
retail asset. This option will limit environmental liability by limiting the subslab disturbance. The downside of this option is return sensitivity correlated
to changes in cost (shown above) and rent (shown below). Changes in the
realized rental rate for the lead retail tenant, a 10,288 sf user, dramatically
influences yield. As shown below, an $8 psf / yr movement in rent creates a
111 basis point move in return. Therefore, meeting projected rents is even
more critical than keeping within budget.
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The second development option realizes the sites full density potential, with
mixed-use vertical construction of apartments over retail. Taking advantage
of the sites allowable density alleviates the previous concerns regarding
return sensitivity to small movements in rent and costs. However, this
option leaves exposure to environmental liability, longer entitlement
timelines, and greater construction risk. Questions still remain regarding the
viability of apartments on the site, as nearby waterfront properties expected
to yield apartments have yet to deliver. Ultimately, the appropriate
apartment rental discount for 511 S Central might not prove high enough to
generate an attractive stabilized return.
One of the sites advantages under either development scenario is the
accessibility of structure parking. Parking for both options can be gained
through a master lease agreement with the Baltimore City owned 880 space
structured parking garage immediately to the East of 511 S Central. The
garage currently has 140 excess spaces available.
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Single Story Option
Budget
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Tenant Breakdown

The tenant breakdown for the single story development option was created
with the sites geometry and frontage in mind. The largest user, Suite A, will
take the entirety of the space fronting on South Central reaching up to the
hard corner. This will allow one user to lease the entirety of the least
desirable street frontage, alleviating the risk of dark space along South
Central Ave. Users that would fit into 10k sf increments include large
restaurants, pharmacies, hardware stores, and specialty stores. Rent for the
“lead tenant” would be most discounted, scaling rent up for smaller shop
space with frontage along Fleet Street.
Sources & Uses
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Assumptions
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Proforma page 1
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Proforma page 2
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Max Density Option
Budget & Sources/Uses
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Tenant Breakdown
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Proforma
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VI.

Recommendation
511 S Central offers a unique investment opportunity. The property can be
summarized as “good real estate” without argument. From a locational
standpoint, the site is clearly within the path of growth and will continue to
benefit from new retail, office, hotel, and residential tenancy within Harbor
East. The more viable and established Harbor East becomes, the better longterm prospects of 511 S Central.
Despite the obvious advantages of the sites location, the investment presents
significant risks.
Unknowns remain surrounding the properties
environmental condition. Additionally, market absorption will weigh heavily
on investor returns if retail leasing is not brisk.
The sites geometry as an “L” shape, presents further difficulty from a
development perspective. This geometry is not efficient when considering
the sites viability for office development.
In order to counterbalance the site’s estimated development risks, a yield
(return on cost) of greater than 11% should be achieved. At a stabilized yield
of 11%, leveraged returns should reach into the mid to high teens dependent
on leverage ratios. A floor of 11% should also provide enough spread over
investment of in-place income 6 – 8% to warrant the additional risks
associated with the development scenario outlined.
The retail development option produces a Total Project Cost (TPC) of
$7,306,646 with an estimated Present Value (PV) of $8,355,295 assuming a
10-year hold and an 11% rate. Therefore, with PV outweighing TPC, there
exists an analytical argument to proceed with the project. However, given
the risk profile, our
hurdle rate was
based on initial
yields
versus
aggregate returns.
Ultimately, estimated initial (stabilized years 1 and 2) yields for the singlestory development scenario do not reach the outlined hurdle rate. While it is
tempting to “bump” estimated rents to achieve the desired return on cost, it
would not be an honest assessment of risk. Additionally, a smaller total
project cost, such as the one outlined under the single-story option, leaves
returns more susceptible to cost overruns.
Said differently, an addition of $400k in total project cost will have a greater
adverse affect to the estimated yield of the single-story development
scenario than it would have on the max-density development scenario.
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Therefore, returns are more sensitive to cost under the single-story
development program. This can be seen through a sensitivity analysis
showing the affect different costs have on yields.
Using the same hurdle rate comparison with the second development option,
a less compelling analytical argument can be made. This option produces a
Total Project Cost (TPC) of $23,05,848 with an estimated Present Value (PV)
of $19,907,159, assuming a 10-year hold and an 11% rate. With TPC
outweighing PV
there is no
economic
reason
to
proceed with
the
project
given the risk.
The 511 S Central site proves that good real estate isn’t always enough to
drive yields. Often timing and risk outweigh the advantages of a well-located
site. For instance, if costs associated with the project were known with 95%
certainty, the return profile of the project might be acceptable. Due to the
projects unknown environmental conditions, uncertainty related to final
project costs exists. Projects such as 511 S Central present dynamic
challenges with numerous development risks and therefore project yields
need to be matched relative to the risk. In the case of 511 S Central, risks
outweighed estimated yields.
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